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Colloidal particles are often used to make Pickering emulsions that are reported to be very stable. Commonly the stabilization is a combined effect of particle adsorbing at the fluid interface and a particle network in the continuous phase; the contribution of each to the overall stability is difficult to assess. We investigate the role of LAPONITE® particles on high internal phase emulsion stability by considering three different situations: emulsion stabilization by surfactant only, by surfactant plus clay particles, and finally clay particles only. To clarify the structure of the emulsion and the role of the clay particles, we have succeeded in fluorescently labelling the clay particles by adsorbing the dye onto the particle surfaces. This allows us to show directly using confocal microscopy, that the clay particles are not only located at the interface but also aggregate and form a gel in the continuous aqueous phase. We show that the emulsions in the presence of surfactant (with or without clay) are stable to coalescence and shear. Without surfactant (with only LAPONITE® as stabilizer) the emulsions are stable to coalescence for several weeks, however they destabilize rapidly under shear. Our results suggest that the formation of the emulsion is mostly due to gel formation of the clay particles in the continuous phase, rather than that the clay is an emulsifier. This gel formation also accounts for the instability of the emulsions to shear that we observe caused by shear thinning of the continuous gel and inability of the adsorbed particles to rearrange effectively around the droplets due to their attractive nature.

I. Introduction

Emulsions are of great importance for the cosmetic, oil and food industry. Most frequently, emulsions are stabilized with surfactants, however these are not always stable under shear and alternative stabilization mechanisms have therefore been intensively explored in recent years. Amongst these, particle stabilized emulsions have attracted much attention, notably for their high stability and possible role in food applications, in the design of more environmentally friendly agricultural formulations and for the realization of high internal phase emulsions. This type of emulsion is called Pickering emulsion; particles are adsorbed at the oil-water interface with a high stabilization energy and are believed to form a continuous layer around the dispersed drops impeding coalescence and hence stabilizing the emulsion. Such Pickering emulsions are stabilized by solid particles only. If a surfactant is also present, the particle wetting preference can be changed and possibly the particles will not adsorb. In this case, another type of emulsion can form that is mainly stabilized by the presence of a surfactant layer at the surface of the drops. The colloidal particles in these emulsions have been shown to induce a depletion attraction between the emulsion droplets that can cause these emulsions to be thixotropic, i.e., have a reversible time-dependent rheology. Moreover, aging effects are observed in surfactant-stabilised bubbles dispersed within LAPONITE® gels.

Clays are one of the most-used solid particles in emulsion stabilization, often with rather high clay concentrations. These high concentrations make it likely that the continuous aqueous phase between the oily emulsion droplets forms a gel, which should influence both the stability and the rheology of the emulsions. Such an effect does not appear to have been taken into account in prior experiments on emulsion stability and rheology in the presence of clay particles. Reports that do take the gelation of clay particles into account are always in the presence of a surfactant. Lagaly et al. discussed the two mechanisms by which clay in addition to a surfactant based emulsion can stabilize drops. The first is “stabilization by envelopes of particles around the oil droplets” and the second is “stabilization by entrapment and immobilization of oil drops in three-dimensional network of particles”. They also remark that the stabilization by a particle network may be comparable...
to the role of liquid-crystalline phases in stabilizing emulsions. Bon and Clover used LAPONITE® as stabilizer in the miniemulsion polymerization of styrene to obtain latex particles armored with LAPONITE® particles. They showed that a three-dimensional network of clay particles in the continuous phase of the emulsions is required to obtain a stable LAPONITE® coated latex. All these observations pose the question what the difference is between clay and clay/surfactant stabilized emulsions. This question is particularly important for concentration emulsions where shear induced instabilities have a higher impact on droplet coalescence and hence emulsion stability.

In this article we compare the stability to shear of three emulsion systems; the first is stabilized with surfactant only, the second with surfactant and clay particles and finally emulsions stabilized with clay particles only. The emulsions themselves are castor oil-in-water and silicone oil-in-water emulsions. The three different systems have different continuous phases: surfactant only, surfactant + clay, and clay only. The surfactant used is Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS, from Sigma Aldrich), that is dissolved in ultra-pure water (Milli-Q®) obtaining a solution of 1 wt% (~35 mM) SDS concentration. To study the influence of clay, different concentrations of LAPONITE® RD are added before emulsifying (in wt% of the total weight of the emulsion). Here we consider rather high clay concentration and high surfactant (ionic strength) or salt concentrations, therefore an attractive gel forms. LAPONITE® is a synthetic clay that consists of disc-like particles, with a diameter of 30 nm and thickness of 1 nm obtained from BYK Additives & Instruments. The LAPONITE® disks have a negative charge on the sides and a slightly positive charged on the edges. For the emulsions stabilized with clay particles only, similar as in previous works, the continuous aqueous phase is first prepared by suspending 2 wt% LAPONITE® RD in a 0.1 M Sodium Chloride (NaCl, Ultrapure, from Sigma Aldrich) solution in ultra-pure water (Millipore Milli-Q). To disperse the particles, we use a high intensity ultrasonic disperser (Branson sonifier 250, tip diameter 5 mm), operating at 20 kHz and 100 W for 30 minutes.

For optical microscopy observations, we prepare transparent emulsions in which the continuous phase is refractive index matched to the oil phase (Silicone oil Rhodorsil® 47 V 500) by adding glycerol (99% GC, from Sigma-Aldrich) to the aqueous phase.

For all emulsions, the oil is gradually added to the aqueous phase when stirring with a Silverson L5M mixer at 10,000 rpm for 2 minutes. Emulsions with different volume fractions ϕ are prepared by diluting the original emulsion (ϕoil = 0.70) with the corresponding continuous phase. We study the structure and stability of these emulsions by direct visual observation and confocal fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss LSM Live). The rheology of these emulsions was studied on an Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer equipped with a cone plate geometry of 50 mm radius and with a cone angle of 1° with roughened surfaces to avoid wall slip. To prevent evaporation of the sample a vapor trap is used during all the rheological tests.

Emulsions with surfactant

The emulsions stabilized with SDS are stable for months to coalescence and are stable to shear. Fig. 1a shows an up-and-down shear rate sweep for castor oil-in-water emulsion (ϕoil = 0.80) with SDS and different concentrations of LAPONITE®. We observe that without clay, the flow curve is perfectly reversible doing an up-and-down shear rate sweep. However, by adding clay to the emulsion, the flow curves develop a hysteresis that becomes more pronounced with increasing clay content. These emulsions can be characterized rheologically as a thixotropic yield stress material. Besides the thixotropy, the addition of clay does not have a significant effect on the emulsions stability in these experiments. By the definition of thixotropy, the changes in the rheological behavior are reversible; they are also reversible in these rheology experiments, showing that the shear induced no macroscopic destabilization of the emulsion itself.

Emulsions with clay only

If emulsions are only stabilized with clay, we find that the emulsions exhibit good stability to coalescence at rest; leaving the samples for several weeks does not result in any visible changes of the aspect of the emulsion. However, during the

![Fig. 1](image_url) Flow curves for castor oil-in-water emulsions. On the left, stabilized with SDS and different clay concentrations (ϕoil = 0.8). On the right, stabilized with LAPONITE® only, without surfactant (ϕoil = 0.7); continuous phase exists of 2 wt% LAPONITE® in 0.1 M NaCl. Directly after samples are prepared the stress is measured by applying increasing (filled symbols) and decreasing (empty symbols) shear rate. Three increasing/decreasing sweeps are done, in the following order black, blue and green. (inset) Same measurement for the continuous phase, sample is left to rest for 2 hours before the first shear rate sweep starts. Symbols correspond to increasing (filled) and decreasing (empty) shear rate.
rheological measurements the emulsions destabilize quite spectacularly. Fig. 1b shows the result of up-and-down shear rate sweeps performed repeatedly (three times consecutively) on the castor oil-in-water emulsion. Similar results are obtained for the silicone oil-in-water emulsion, see ESI. The emulsions show a rapid decrease in viscosity when performing multiple shear rate sweeps. This is in stark contrast to what is observed for surfactant-stabilized emulsions, for which the flow curve is perfectly reversible in up-and-down stress.

Visual inspection after shearing reveals that the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} stabilized emulsions are unstable to shear; after the rheological tests a clear phase separation between the oil and the water phases is observed. A similar decrease of the viscosity is observed if the same experiment is done on the continuous phase only. At the clay and salt concentrations that compose the continuous phase, aqueous LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} suspensions are known to form an attractive colloidal gel that is very sensitive to shear.\textsuperscript{25} The rheological experiment shows that after the first up-and-down shear rate sweep, the viscosity decreases by an order of magnitude, and remains very low if the sample is sheared in subsequent sweeps (Fig. 1, inset). The picture that emerges from the ensemble of these experiments is that the flow destabilizes the colloidal clay gel that forms the continuous phase separating the droplets, allowing them to contact each other and coalesce, which in turn destabilizes the emulsion.

To check this scenario on a more microscopic level, confocal fluorescence microscopy is used to visualize both the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} suspension by itself and the emulsions containing LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R}. As a fluorescent dye we use Rhodamine 6G (from Sigma Aldrich), a hydrophilic fluorescent molecule that is completely adsorbed onto the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} particles. The behavior of the transparent silicone oil-in-water emulsions, before, during and after shearing, is observed with the confocal microscope in combination with a rheometer.

The LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} particles are clearly visible; they form aggregated flocs in the continuous phase, but are also clearly visible on the interface of the oil droplets with the continuous phase (Fig. 2a). The continuous phase is more heterogeneous. In contrast, in the presence of surfactant the clay particles form a continuous (homogeneous) network surrounding the particles and are not specifically located at the interface (Fig. 2b). Moreover, the droplet size is different.

Separate observation on the aqueous LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} phase alone (before emulsification with the oil) also reveals the formation of a colloidal gel with a very similar structure. The continuous phase is a soft elastic solid that does not flow under the influence of gravity (Fig. 3). To assess the effect of flow, we shear for 30 seconds at \( \dot{\gamma} = 100 \text{ s}^{-1} \) and visualize the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} structure before and after shear. We observe before shear a continuous network, whereas after shear the network breaks into smaller aggregates and does not appear to be percolated anymore. It is this gel that destabilizes under shear that leads to destabilization of the emulsion. In contrast, an emulsion with a surfactant does not destabilize.

In the usual definition of Pickering emulsions, the particles are localized at the interface to form a dense film that protects the droplets from coalescence. It is for this reason that such emulsions are believed to be very stable; for spherical particles the stabilization energy depends on the particle size\textsuperscript{6} but is typically of the order of a few hundred \( k_B T \). If the emulsions solely stabilized with LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} have a similar protective particle film on the drop surfaces, one would expect a similar stability for the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} stabilized emulsions. LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} particles are not spherical but disk-like, but still if the particles are at the interface stabilization energies should be similar. We find however that although the emulsions are stable at rest, they are rapidly destabilized by shear, and hence the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} layer at the surface does not provide a significant barrier against coalescence. The observation that the rheology of the emulsions and the continuous LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} phase are similar suggests that the stability of the emulsions at rest is due to the fact that the oil droplets are embedded in the visco-elastic LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} gel, that prevents the droplets from coalescing. When the colloidal gel is destroyed by the shear allowing the droplets to move and get in contact, coalescence is rapid, in agreement with all of the observations above. The aggregated LAPONITE\textsuperscript{R} particles on the surface are not able to rearrange to provide an effective barrier against coalescence, but rather form particle aggregates that do not provide an effective coverage. Garcia and Whitby also observe this behavior, but coalescence was not detected.
due to lower volume fraction of oil. Whitby and co-authors, however, observed the shear induced coalescence in oil-in-water Pickering emulsions stabilized by silanized fumed silica particles subjected to simple shear flow.\textsuperscript{25}

As an independent test of this idea, we can make emulsions without any particles or surfactants, but with the continuous phase being a gel with a yield stress.\textsuperscript{27} We therefore have prepared emulsions with a Carbopol gel as the continuous phase. Carbopol consists of polymer particles that swell tremendously in water with the right pH; our gels are prepared by mixing 2 wt% Carbopol (Ultrez U10 grade) and ultrapure water. A solution of 18 wt% Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH, from Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in water and added to the Carbopol mixture to adjusted the pH to approximately 7.\textsuperscript{28} This gives a simple yield stress fluid,\textsuperscript{26} from which subsequently castor oil-in-water ‘emulsions’ (\(\phi = 0.4\); for higher concentrations of castor oil we observe phase inversion of the emulsion) are prepared using the same procedure as for the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} emulsions. We find that the Carbopol ‘emulsions’ show a similar rheology as we observe for the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K}-stabilized emulsions (Fig. 4); a very stable ‘emulsion’ at rest that is rapidly destabilized by shearing. When the continuous phase is a yield stress fluid but nothing happens at the oil–water surface, emulsions can be stable at rest but not under shear. The similarity with the results for LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} strongly suggest that the mechanism is the same there.

II. Conclusions

We have investigated the stability of LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} stabilized high internal phase emulsions. A simple rheological test (steady shear) shows that the emulsions are not stable to shear and undergo a catastrophic coalescence. Therefore, our ‘Pickering’ emulsion, as evident from confocal microscopy, behaves merely as a dispersion of oil droplets in a LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} gel. It is this gel that destabilizes under shear that leads to destabilization of the emulsion, this follows from the observation that an emulsion with a good emulsifier (a surfactant) does not destabilize. This point is reinforced if we look at the conditions of formation of LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K}-stabilized emulsions. Such emulsions were studied previously,\textsuperscript{29} but with lower salt concentrations and lower oil volume fractions that are also in a region of the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K}/salt phase diagram where the continuous phase becomes a soft visco-elastic solid. Binks and collaborators have shown that in their systems, LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} stabilized emulsions are only stable if enough salt is added to effectively screen the electrostatic interactions between the LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} particles and hence favor the formation of the colloidal gel. If our emulsions are made with a liquid suspension of the same concentration of LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K} (for 2 wt% of LAPONITE\textsuperscript{K}) but without salt, no stable emulsions are obtained. Thus we conclude that the colloidal gel formation is the essential ingredient for the emulsion preparation, however the extend of shear thinning and recovery speed of the colloidal gel play critical role in the emulsion stabilization.
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